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This book explores horror film franchising from a broad range of interdisciplinary
perspectives and considers the horror film’s role in the history of franchising and serial
fiction. Comprising 12 chapters written by established and emerging scholars in the
field, Horror Franchise Cinema redresses critical neglect toward horror film franchising
by discussing the forces and factors governing its development across historical and
contemporary terrain while also examining text and reception practices. Offering an
introduction to the history of horror franchising, the chapters also examine key texts
including Universal Studio monster films, Blumhouse production films, The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre, A Nightmare on Elm Street, Alien, I Spit on Your Grave, Let the
Right One In, Italian zombie films, anthology films, and virtual reality. A significant
contribution to studies of horror cinema and film/media franchising from the 1930s to
the present day, this book will be of interest to students and scholars of film studies,
media and cultural studies, franchise studies, political economy, audience/reception
studies, horror studies, fan studies, genre studies, production cultures, and film
histories.
"The franchise agreement is the document that establishes the franchise relationship.
This business relationship is characterized by a franchisor granting a franchisee a
temporary or time- limited right to use the franchisor's system and trademarks to
conduct business. Because there is no 'one size fits all' template for drafting a franchise
agreement, this must-have resource provides proven guidance on the core issues
covered by a well-drafted agreement and how to carefully analyze the many
considerations involved."-Hotel Law, Transactions, Management and Franchising presents a practical guide to
the issues that face lawyers and industry leaders working in the hospitality field. It aims
to develop the reader’s understanding of the acquisition process and the complex
relationships in management and franchise deals that dominate the hotel industry. This
text is written primarily as a desktop reference for legal practitioners working in the hotel
law field and is also suitable for students studying towards hotel and hospitality careers
both at an undergraduate and law school or graduate level. The highly experienced
author, contributors and editors offer insights into the industry players and their
preferred positions, desired outcomes, and the potential pitfalls that can ensnare even
the most well-planned deals. With broad coverage of the rapidly growing field of
hospitality law—including gaming, recreation, and amenities— the book’s approach
examines the dominant models of hotel ownership, management and franchising, and
includes independent hotels and the move towards complex resorts. The book’s
coverage of key legal topics ranges from real estate, to intellectual property, contracts,
and finance.Hotel Law will give readers an understanding of the hospitality industry
from the perspective of the transactional practitioner, while examining the multi-party
relationships and agreements that develop between an owner, operator, licensor and
lender.
This book is the only up-to-date book of its kind that will provide an introduction to
franchising, its pros and cons, and other aspects pertinent to restaurant franchises. It is
the only guide to franchising written exclusively for food service professionals and is an
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indispensable resource for anyone wishing to break into one of today’s most dynamic
service industries. Since the late 1800s, when the idea was first conceived, the
restaurant franchise has become a worldwide phenomenon. Opportunities abound for
restaurateurs and food service professionals with the know-how to dive into and stay
afloat in the growing, ever-changing sea of franchise operations. With the help of
vignettes and case histories, this completely updated new edition to Restaurant
Franchising explains operate a successful franchise, from developing a winning
franchise concept to demystifying the legal intricacies of franchise agreements. Topics
include: What is franchising? Franchising pros and cons Selecting the franchise that fits
your style and goals Finding financial backing Understanding franchise agreements
State franchise rules and regulations Developing healthy franchisor/franchisee
relationships International franchising Unconventional franchises This book is suitable
for classroom use, and an accompanying online instructor’s manual is available as a
teaching resource for instructors. It includes a template of a syllabus to fit one semester
within an academic calendar, and each chapter’s contents are highlighted starting with
the chapter’s objectives. Objectives are designed so that after reading and studying
each chapter, the student should be able to complete specific knowledge components.
Key teaching elements and points are listed for each chapter, with special emphasis on
definitions and terminology. References and other sources for further information are
also provided. At the end of each chapter within this book, there is a case study, for
which discussion questions are listed. Possible topics for class assignments and field
studies are suggested in the instructor’s manual. In addition, almost 200 PowerPoint
slides are provided for each chapter. Overall this manual is designed to provide
teaching aids that will help in making lectures a more productive, interactive, and
interesting learning experience for students. Readers will get practical, first-hand
information that will be extremely useful to hospitality academicians and students, as
well as corporations that are franchisors and other related restaurant corporations. It
will be a valuable book for entrepreneurs and those interested in owning a franchise.
As Hollywood shifts towards the digital era, the role of the media franchise has become
more prominent. This edited collection, from a range of international scholars, argues
that the franchise is now an integral element of American media culture. As such, the
collection explores the production, distribution and marketing of franchises as a
historical form of media-making - analysing the complex industrial practice of managing
franchises across interconnected online platforms. Examining how traditional media
incumbents like studios and networks have responded to the rise of new entrants from
the technology sector (such as Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google), the
authors take a critical look at the way new and old industrial logics collide in an
increasingly fragmented and consolidated mediascape.
Franchise Desk Book is your primary reference to the text of generally applicable
franchise registration, disclosure and relationship statutes and accompanying
regulations. You'll benefit from the expert commentary on franchise statutes and cases
that provide you with a look behind the scenes with respect to the covered state's laws.
In addition, this manual includes annotations of reported and unreported cases that are
arranged and keyed to topics that franchise lawyers need and can understand, such as
franchise fees, exemptions from registration and more. The unique annotation system
that is designed specially for franchise lawyers will allow you to put your finger on cases
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that focus upon the issues that matter most.
The dream of being a Top 20 percent franchisee in any system is alive and doing well,
if you take the time to learn how others have done it and then apply that knowledge.
Secrets of Franchise Success contains the secrets and wisdom of Top 20 percent
franchisees, drawn from proprietary research conducted with business owners from a
variety of franchise systems. Secrets of Franchise Success is designed to help: Franchisees who have not achieved the success they wanted - Franchisors looking to
identify great candidates and understand how to help underperforming franchisees Those who are thinking about becoming franchise business owners - Anyone else who
has ever wondered what it takes to be a Top 20 performing small business owner in
any industry As franchise experts and business coaches, Marc Camras and Melissa
Woods have been working successfully with new franchisees and business owners for
close to two decades. Take the advice in this hands-on guide and learn the formula for
becoming and staying a top producing franchisee.
The secret to owning the right franchise business is no secret if you understand what it
takes to succeed. The single most important factor is preparation. This book will help
with your preparation. Designed to help busy professionals understand and apply the
concepts and methodologies essential to accurate franchise analysis, this workbook
enables readers to test their knowledge and comprehension of the tools and techniques
described in the The Franchise MBA before putting them to use in real world situations.
This informative study guide contains carefully constructed exercises with detailed
solutions, as well as specific learning outcomes and franchise component overviews.
Internationally renowned franchise authority and author Nick Neonakis presents a
personal hands-on companion to the landmark book The Franchise MBA - Mastering
the Four Essential Steps to Owning a Franchise, which has become a guide book for
individuals, families, and businesses around the world. The success of his principlecentered philosophy of investigating franchise business is based upon his years of real
world franchise experience. Now, with The Franchise MBA Workbook, you can further
explore and understand this tried-and-true approach to finding the perfect franchise
through a wide range of thought provoking exercises. With the same clarity and
assurance Neonakis' fans have come to appreciate, this individualized workbook helps
readers to fully internalize the 4 Steps approach to finding the ideal franchise through
private and thought-provoking exercises, whether they have owned a franchise or not.
This workbook offers solutions to both personal and professional questions by
promoting and teaching emotional intelligence, integrity, financial honesty, and goal
setting. An engaging companion to the renowned classic, The Franchise MBA
Workbook will help readers set goals, understand franchising, and create a path to selfsufficient independence.
Learn how to effectively expand your business system and reap the benefits of growth
If you have a proven business system and are wishing to expand, franchising is a
strong option. It provides a quick route to growth and uses other people's money and
enthusiasm to open individual offices, shops, restaurants, salons, surgeries, units, van
rounds, or service centres. This book provides practical advice on how franchising
works from two authors with years of experience. As well as being for potential
franchisors, this book is also invaluable to owners of existing branch networks,
practising franchisors and their management teams, and candidates for the Diploma in
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Franchise Management. It will show you how to: - Decide whether your business should
and could be franchised - Understand the franchisor/franchisee relationship - Structure
the business so it works for both franchisor and franchisee - Prove the concept with
pilot operations - Market your franchise and recruit franchisees - Motivate franchisees
and monitor their performance - Franchise your business internationally - Prepare your
network for sale - or buy an existing franchised network Contents: Acknowledgements;
Preface; SECTION I - THE BASICS; 1. Introduction; 2. Business format franchising - a
growth option for your business?; 3. The franchised network development plan; 4. The
franchisor/franchisee relationship; 5. Pilot operations; 6. Building the franchisor
management team; 7. The franchise operations manual; 8. The franchise agreement; 9.
International franchising; SECTION 2 - PRACTICAL FRANCHISE; MANAGEMENT; 10.
How to market a franchise; 11. How to recruit franchisees; 12. How to get the best
results from franchise exhibitions; 13. How to help franchisees prepare and review their
business plans; 14. How to write the franchise operations manual; 15. How to develop
and deliver a franchise training programme; 16. How to monitor franchisees'
performance; 17. How to motivate franchisees; 18. How to get the best from field visits;
19. How to manage franchise unit resales; 20. How to monitor your performance as a
franchisor; 21. How to avoid legal problems for you and your franchisees; SECTION 3 ADVANCED FRANCHISING; 22. Becoming an international franchisor; 23. Becoming a
master franchisee; 24. Meeting your international match; 25. Negotiating the
international arrangements; 26. Buying or selling an existing franchised network;
Appendices; Index
Written by the late Dave Thomas, the widely known founder of Wendy's, and
franchising consultant Michael Seid, this is a comprehensive and reliable resource for
anyone interested in purchasing a franchise.
Most small business books focus on what it takes to start a small business, and not
what it takes to start a franchise. At best, these books might allocate a single chapter to
the concept of franchising, and at worst the author presumes that franchises are the
same as any other business start-up. The world of franchising has its own nuances,
and advice that works for 99% of start-ups would not apply to franchising. In fact, wellmeaning advice can often be detrimental to potential franchisees. This book is focused
on making sure that potential franchisees are aware of the specific journey ahead of
them. As franchising is a two-way business arrangement, it includes exactly what
franchisors are looking for, what can or cannot be negotiated with a franchisor, and how
best to present yourself to ensure that you win the franchise you want.
Have you ever thought of starting a franchise business but don't know where to begin?
Buying a franchise sounds like a smart shortcut to becoming an entrepreneur, but is it
for you? Best-selling author David Busker answers these questions and more in his
new book Franchise Vision: Transform Your Future Through Franchise Ownership. In it,
you'll learn: How to know if you have an entrepreneurial mindset The types and
business models of franchises How the Franchise Continuum helps you define your
criteria How to research and buy a franchise Where to focus your research What you'll
need to have in place before you start a franchise How to identify and overcome red
flags, roadblocks, and obstacles that can derail your efforts How to finance your
business investment How to get help from advisors and consultants What to expect
after signing a franchise agreement This book is not an inspirational sales call to arms
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that pretends everyone can and should buy a franchise. It's a comprehensive, down-toearth examination of the process that starts with the most important question--should
you do this? From there, David will take you through the process of researching and
buying a franchise step by step with real-world examples to make every step crystal
clear. David has been where you are. He made the transition from employee to
entrepreneur, so he knows the joys and the pitfalls of this journey. He has lived the life
of a multi-unit franchisee and self-employed business owner, so he's been through the
process multiple times and learned something each time. "Franchise Vision is a
fabulous resource for anyone thinking about getting into their own franchise business. It
covers all the important topics involved in conducting a thorough investigation of
opportunities and, even more importantly, it also does a wonderful job of explaining the
emotional challenges that all of us face when contemplating doing something new. The
book's focus on creating a vision of how you want your life to be in the future and then
using this vision as a guide to decide which opportunities would be best for you is
genius!." - Jeff Elgin, Founder and CEO, FranChoice, Inc. Franchise Vision is a
motivational yet practical guide to understanding the path to franchise ownership, with
real-world examples and step-by-step explanations to help those considering franchise
ownership make decisions and navigate their journey with confidence. If you have ever
wondered about how franchising works and how to investigate becoming a franchise
owner, this book is for you. With this book you can confidently get started on your
franchise journey today. As a nationally renowned franchise consultant, best-selling
author, and franchise owner, David Busker has helped hundreds of candidates navigate
the transition from employee to entrepreneur. His insights from leading and starting
various businesses, as well as a no-nonsense educational approach, have endeared
him to candidates seeking franchise ownership. With deep experience in multiple
aspects of business as a CEO, CFO, CPA, business owner, startup founder, and multiunit franchisee, Visualize your future and discover your inner entrepreneur today!
Learn what it takes to find, buy, and run a franchise — and enjoy the rewards of being
your own boss If you’ve ever visited a chain restaurant and thought, “I’d like to run
one of these,” you’re among countless would-be entrepreneurs eager to be their own
boss. Franchise Management For Dummies is a hands-on guide that provides clear
and concise information on the issues involved in finding, buying, operating, and
ultimately growing a successful franchise business. Geared toward both novices and
experts in franchising, it’s an essential guide to help prospective franchisees know
what to look for in a great franchisor, and to show existing franchisees what great
franchisors are providing their franchisees. Both emerging and experienced franchisors
will gain an understanding about the proper methods of structuring, managing, and
expanding their franchise systems. Social impact investors, donors, and NGOs can
learn how franchising techniques can transform how they look at providing products
and services at the base of the pyramid. Inside you’ll discover: How to find a franchise
that’s right for you and the ideal location for it Where to find quality franchisors and
understand the qualities franchisors look for How to gather information from franchisees
A franchisor’s mandatory legal obligations to prospective franchisees, the franchise
disclosure document (FDD), and working with franchise professionals How to take a
realistic look at your finances and what capital you’ll need to buy and launch a
franchise Develop strategic advertising and marketing plans How to find, hire, and train
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talented employees who will help make your franchise a success How to make sure
your franchise makes money How to grow your business with multiple franchises And
more! Additionally, Franchise Management For Dummies includes a glossary of
common franchise-related terms, ten keys to franchisee success, and the questions to
ask before becoming a franchisor. Get a copy today and find out if owning and
operating a franchise is the right business move for you.
The investment required to license a franchise is a substantial sum. The results can be
tremendously lucrative, providing both financial and professional independence, but
there are also plenty of potential pitfalls. Better Business Bureau’s Buying a Franchise:
Insider's Guide to Success is packed with essential information, including worksheets,
checklists, and charts. Experienced entrepreneurs from the Better Business Bureau
guide investors from selecting a franchise to negotiating a contract to techniques for
managing a profitable business.

This book was written with the would-be franchisor in mind. It delves deeply into
such topics as preparing to become a franchisor, the legal repercussions of
franchising, how to recruit the right candidates, and how to manage a franchise
system. This book will guide you in building a successful team of experts to help
you create the stellar franchise brand that you dream of!
Take Your Business from Average to Extraordinary The Wealthy Franchisee pulls
concepts from cognitive behavioral therapy, brain science, interviews, and Scott
Greenberg’s firsthand experience as a franchisee to help readers replicate the
mental habits, tactics, and financial results of high-performing franchisees. As a
franchising consultant, Scott Greenberg has helped franchise owners and
franchisees improve their performance. Readers will learn how to: Explore their
own mental responses and become more self-aware Bring out the best in
employees and build superstar teams Dazzle customers and increase sales with
emotionally satisfying experiences Optimize the human elements of their
operation so they can grow into a next-level enterprise and become wealthy
The Franchise Fix helps franchisees set up their food franchise business for
success. Investing on a proven food franchise does not guarantee success for
the franchisee. To be a successful franchisee, franchisees must set up the right
management systems to support their business as well as take advantage of
everything the franchisor has to offer. The Franchise Fix is a step-by-step guide
that shows franchisees how to do exactly that! Covering the winning systems and
processes that food industry veteran Aicha Bascaro discovered from working with
hundreds of successful franchisees across the US and around the world, The
Franchise Fix helps franchisees take control of their food franchise and increase
their profits.
Starting a business? Don't sweat it! With all-new content and updates reflecting
the latest laws, business climate, and startup considerations, Starting a Business
All-In-One For Dummies, 2nd Edition, is the book you need if you’re starting a
business today. Inside, you’ll find the most important practical advice you need
to start any type of business from the ground up, distilled from 10 bestselling For
Dummies business titles. Covering all startup business phases through the first
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year of operation, this guide will help you turn your winning idea into a winning
business plan. You’ll get simple step-by-step instructions as you go, all the way
to marketing, branding, taxes, and human resources. Start up a dream business
from scratch Write a winning business plan Secure financing Manage your risks
successfully Navigate your first year of operation If you’re a go-getter looking for
a way to launch a great idea and be your own boss, Starting a Business All-InOne For Dummies prepares you to beat the odds and become successful in your
sector.
Nick Friedman and Omar Soliman started the multimillion-dollar franchise
College Hunks Hauling Junk when they were just twenty two, and they’ve been
having the time of their lives ever since. What’s their secret? That's just it--there
isn't one. There's no fancy software or complicated business schemes. No
outside investors or quirky market niche. They just followed 10 common-sense
commandments to building a straightforward, fun, and successful business that
does a simple job well. Anyone can understand it, and anyone can do it.
Discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the franchise system, describes
each step in purchasing a franchise, and includes information on typical
agreements, licensing, regulations, and franchise law offices
Explores the key factors that shape a franchise's business success, including the
addition of new outlets and the maintenance of standards, and shows how
companies can blend franchise outlets with their corporate structure to gain a
competitive advantage
Social franchising represents a third generation form of franchising development,
after trade-name and business-format franchising. At the intersection of social
enterprise and micro finance literatures, this book reviews a variety of social
franchising formats across a number of developing countries.
This proven, popular reference has been completely updated to better guide
readers through the current franchise environment. Real-life examples of both
service- and product-oriented franchises and useful checklists prevent mistakes
and save time and money. Contact information for state and federal franchising
regulatory agencies and a listing of useful publications guide new franchisees to
the resources they need.
Score your highest in Operations Management Operations management is an
important skill for current and aspiring business leaders to develop and master. It
deals with the design and management of products, processes, services, and
supply chains. Operations management is a growing field and a required course
for most undergraduate business majors and MBA candidates. Now, Operations
Management For Dummies serves as an extremely resourceful aid for this
difficult subject. Tracks to a typical course in operations management or
operations strategy, and covers topics such as evaluating and measuring existing
systems' performance and efficiency, materials management and product
development, using tools like Six Sigma and Lean production, designing new,
improved processes, and defining, planning, and controlling costs of projects.
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Clearly organizes and explains complex topics Serves as an supplement to your
Operations Management textbooks Helps you score your highest in your
Operations Management course Whether your aim is to earn an undergraduate
degree in business or an MBA, Operations Management For Dummies is
indispensable supplemental reading for your operations management course.
Hundreds of potential entrepreneurs investigate franchising every year, but this
enormous business opportunity remains hugely misunderstood. Franchising:
Pathway to Wealth Creation delivers that guidance, from start to finish.
Franchise Management For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Say goodbye to the old, inefficient way of working Have you ever wondered what
it would feel like to be less overwhelmed, more efficient, and more engaged at
work? Imagine being able to quickly and easily locate key documents and
conversations. Every day, more than twelve million employees need not wonder.
By using a remarkably useful, flexible, popular, affordable, and intuitive tool
called Slack, they have fundamentally changed how they work. Slack For
Dummies provides an approachable road map to understanding how to use
Slack to maximum effect. This easy-to-use reference guide explores the Slack
user interface and its key features. It walks you through the process of setting up
workspaces, channels, and threads. It also offers insight on how to get your
colleagues on board with this modern way of communicating and collaborating.
Navigate Slack’s user interface and understand its key features Guide you
through the process of creating workspaces, channels, and threads Provide
additional context to group and individual messages Extend the power of Slack
with third-party apps and integrations Improve employee morale and productivity
Slack For Dummies is a full-color, step-by-step resource that will change the way
that you communicate and collaborate with your colleagues—for the better and for
good.
"For lawyers new to franchise law with explanations of how franchise disputes
arise and how they are addressed by experienced practitioners"-Is Franchising Right For You? Why start a business from scratch when you can
have a piece of the greatest expansion strategy ever conceived? Franchising is
BIG and getting bigger in every sector—from restaurants and coffee chains to pet
care and insurance. There is a franchise for everything and everyone. As a
potential franchise owner, you can be in charge of your own success while being
supported by a known brand. Franchising gives you that ability, along with the
satisfaction that comes only with building something that can last a lifetime and
beyond. And, if you are successful, you eventually stop sweating the details and
have the freedom to enjoy your life in a way that most around you cannot. In The
Franchisee Handbook, franchise expert Mark Siebert walks you through the
process of vetting and buying a franchise, helps you ask the right questions of
franchisors and yourself, and gives you the resources you need to decide if
franchising is right for you. Siebert shows you how to do your homework before
making what could be the greatest financial decision of your life. You will learn
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how to: Accurately assess the risks of buying a franchise Determine if a franchise
is a good fit for your personal goals Research and vet potential franchise
opportunities Create a startup plan that meets your business goals Prepare your
franchise for success Why dream about owning a franchise when you can take
concrete steps to make it happen today? With The Franchisee Handbook as your
guide, you have the power in your hands to start your own franchise journey right
now.
There is nothing more expensive than ignorance – let The Educated Franchisee
serve as your guide for selecting a franchise that meets your needs!
Whether you are considering getting into a franchise, or have made the
commitment, Franchising Demystified provides you with a deep understanding of
the franchisee-franchisor relationship. This definitive franchise handbook
provides you with the tools to effectively assess the right franchise opportunity for
you and then maximize your return on investment. Loaded with practical tips,
Franchising Demystified helps you: - Identify the best franchise opportunities Determine if franchising is right for you - Fully understand your rights under the
license model - Improve and build upon the franchisee-franchisor relationship Succeed and grow a successful, profitable business Real-life examples let you
learn from other people's mistakes and experiences. Franchising Demystified is a
must read for anyone considering buying a franchise or currently a franchisee ..
Experienced franchisees and franchisors tell entrepreneurs what they need to
know before they buy a franchise. Second edition includes a sample copy of the
entire UFOC plus 40% new and updated examples. This straight-shooting
franchise guide goes beyond the “how to” to teach potential franchisees what to
expect when starting a franchise. Real life stories from the trenches illustrate how
to cope with the difficulties a franchise presents. The author reveals the
personality types most likely to succeed at franchising, and identifies
entrepreneurial traits that may increase risk of failure. Plus, it takes an in-depth
look at the research and investigation of a franchise, something glossed over in
most franchise books.
The definitive A-to-Z guide to researching, selecting, and starting a viable
franchise business With more and more professionals looking for alternatives to
traditional corporate employment, Become a Franchise Owner! informs would-be
franchise owners of the joys and perils of purchasing a franchise. Authored by a
trusted, feisty, tell-it-how-it-is independent franchise industry insider, this book
offers straightforward, step-by-step tips and advice on how to properly (and
carefully) research and select a franchise business. Get tips on how to locate
information about franchises, current industry trends, interviews with franchisors,
and hot franchise opportunities. Offers a self-evaluation to discover if you are
"franchise material" Describes how to choose the right franchise for your specific
situation Lists the 40 crucial questions to ask current franchise owners Owning a
franchise isn't for everyone; in fact, as Joel Libava says, "it's really not for most
people." But if it is for you, this book can guide you in starting your own
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successful franchise business.
Manage your finances and enjoy your retirement Retirement security is one of
the most pressing social issues facing the world in the next 30 years—so if you’re
approaching your golden years, it’s essential to have a secure financial future.
Personal Finance in Your 50s All-in-One For Dummies provides targeted
financial advice and assists soon-to-be or established boomers with making
informed decisions about how best to spend, invest, and protect their wealth
while planning for the future. Retirement is an exciting time ... but it can also be
scary if you’re not sure that you have your ducks in a row. This hands-on
resource arms you with an arsenal of beginner to intermediate personal finance
and estate planning techniques for everything from spending, saving, navigating
insurance, managing medical costs, household expenses, and even employment.
Build a diversified portfolio Create emergency funds Avoid scams and frauds
Improve your estate planning With the help of this all-in-one resource, you’ll get
a succinct framework and expert advice to help you make solid decisions and
confidently plan for your future.
Franchise Your Growth Expert franchise consultant Mark Siebert delivers the
ultimate how-to guide to employing the greatest growth strategy ever—franchising.
Siebert tells you what to expect, how to move forward, and avoid costly mistakes
as he imparts decades of experience, insights, and practical advice to help grow
your business exponentially through franchising. Learn how to: Evaluate your
existing businesses for franchisability Identify the advantages and disadvantages
of franchising Develop a business plan for growth on steroids Evaluate legal risk,
obtain necessary documents, and protect intellectual property Create marketing
plans, build lead generation, and branding for a new franchise Cultivate the
franchisee-franchisor relationship
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